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China’s energy and
CO2 emissions

China’s energy and CO2 emissions
1997-2017 Carbon emissions trend (Mt)
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Year 2003
China’s carbon emissions
exceed the EU

Year 2006
China’s carbon emissions
exceed the United States

country

Thereafter
China’s carbon emissions
have been always ranked
first in the world
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Humanity analysis
in the field of
energy and power

Maslow’s Theory of Human Motivation
Esteem needs
Self-respect, respect of others,
confidence, achievement…

Safety needs
Personal safety, health protection,
resource property, job position…

Selfactualization
Belonging needs
Physiological
needs

Friendship, family
ties, love…

Morality, creativity,
problem solving skill,
self-fulfilling needs…

Food, water,
to breathe, to sleep…

Abraham Maslow, American psychologist, divides human needs
from low to high in layers of physiological needs, safety needs,
belonging needs, esteem needs and self-actualization.

Humanized response to new energy revolution

Is Coal to be replaced in the near future?

From coal industry

No, coal could be as clean as solar and wind
and will take the share of more than 40% in
China up to 2050.

We fully support the renewable power utilization

From power utilities

by high voltage & long distance & large capacity
transmission from west to east. We want the
electricity consumption as more as possible.

Humanized response to new energy revolution

Coal industry is the foundation of our GDP as

From local government

well as employment of the people. To continue
the construction of urban infrastructure is the
best way to promote the traditional industry.

Whatever energy resource is, as long as it can

From customers

keep the supply adequate, reliable, cheap and
convenient, it would be welcome.

Humanity in energy & power sector
Coal power generation party (enterprise)

Coal power generation party (individual)

Coal power: China’s coal resources

Humanity: if the industry continues

are abundant, and emission

to decline, safety needs,? Esteem

reduction technologies are globally

needs? Self-actualization?

leading; CO2 emissions are mainly
related to coal consumption.
Power management party

Local government

Coal power peak regulation:

The amount of coal power

Install large generator sets and shut

generation must be guaranteed,

down small sets, operate at ultra-

otherwise GDP will fall, my

supercritical, who will compensate for the

performance?

sharp peaking loss and safety risks?
Declining output value, performance
appraisal? Career prospects?

We don’t want to save electricity!
Grid and power generation party
The more electricity use,
the more electricity sell，
The higher performance of grid

CO2 ?
Who cares !

Money !
Promotion !

operators, the higher output value, the
higher employee income, and the more
promotion opportunities
So,
The more electricity consumption,
the better
But the more electricity consumption,
the more CO2

There is no effective policy to encourage to save electricity!
The more electricity consumption with large emission and high
energy consumption, the lower energy efficiency!

CO2 emission ?
Power saving ?
Sorry …

Human analysis in power consumption

Main electricity consumption:
Building (lighting, heating, electrical equipment, refrigeration)
Traffic (driving, public transportation, public facilities such as street lights)
Mobile communications
Others

Commercial and
residential
electricity
requirements:
Safe and reliable
Cheap, no price
increase

Business users: no power saving, and no personal interest
Residents: self-use will save electricity, but regardless of public
heating, because the same money
High-end users in the city: comfort is the most important, it doesn’t
matter to spend more money

Year 2015 Shanghai
Population: 20.45 million人；
Electricity consumption: 140.55 billion kWh
Total carbon emissions: 187.5Mt;
The carbon emissions of power supply and hot water: 70.2Mt
Air conditioning test parameters: 1℃ down, saving 4.5kWh for 24 hours
Assuming that everyone uses an air conditioner, the air conditioner runs for
10 hours a day and is used for 6 months in a year, and air conditioning load
is calculated based on 40% of total electricity consumption.
After the conversion, the carbon emission in Shanghai can be reduced by
2.205% for every 1 ℃ reduction in air conditioning temperature.
If the air conditioner is reduced by 1 hour per day, Shanghai carbon
emissions can be reduced by 2.426%.

How to break the
03 deadlock?
— still relying on
humanity

To break the deadlock- still relying on humanity!

emission in China is to reduce the energy
consumption as it is mainly from coal.
Although the main energy consumption is

Suggestion

The most effective way of reducing CO2

from industry. The most efficient and easy
way would be from the commercial business
and city residents, because the later two
wouldn’t cause deployment problem, except
for the change of behavior.
To put the consideration of meeting personal (including family) needs
and getting benefits, then the individual value promotion. The motive
of action depends on the prospective of humanity requirement.

To break the deadlock- still relying on humanity!
When the government formulates policies to
encourage the development of renewable energy, it
must benefit all parties, rather than thinking that this
is a matter of course that the parties should support.
Even if public service like utilities, the bosses need
to consider for their employees, their career and
income. No one should keep doing the good things
without any benefits. Human being need to survive,
to have better income, and further, to be respected
by the behaviors.
Now nearly all the focus is on the renewable power generation like
PV and wind power. China has the largest export of PV products and
installed generation capacity in the world, in the same time, the No. 1
country of CO2 emission.

To break the deadlock - application of AI

We need advanced technology in saving
energy consumption on customer side.
Imagine in each house, there is a robot to
help control the use of air conditioner,
refrigerator, lamp and other devices,

Temperature

based on the requirement of each minute,
then the achievement could be amazing.
Electricity price
Is there anyone in the room?
What about temperature?
How much is the electricity price?
Turn off the air conditioner
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Conclusions

Conclusions

To promote clean energy supply and reduce CO2 emission is
our engineers responsibility.
However, even the best dream has to put the priority to
human’s current needs.
Every action we take has to meet the nature of humanity.

Thanks for your time！
Ruomei Li

